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 Russian intelligentsia a very gifted and 
extraordinary group of people who flourished 
in a repressive and backward society

 Attempt to frame discussion in such a way as 
to be accessible to those who know little or 
no Russian background to see if the 
phenomenon is unique to Russia or do other 
countries and areas have comparators?



 NOT simply ‘the educated class’ or ‘workers 
by brain’

 Russian intelligentsia has special connotation 
of moral commitment often grounded in 
humanism/atheism. Radishchev wrote in 
1790 – could not be happy when his fellow 
Russians suffered.



 Peter Lavrov called them ‘critically thinking 
individuals’ (critics changed this to ‘critically 
thinking toads and crocodiles’) and also 
‘mind, honour and conscience of the people’ 
(also used by CPSU to describe itself)

 Have now broached a key word – ‘the people’ 
‘narod’ in Russian. Intelligentsia saw 
themselves as brain and servants of narod.



 Forerunners : Radishchev Journey from St 
Petersburg to Moscow (1790)

1825 - Decembrists

1840s intelligentsia ‘circles’ (kruzhok/ kruzhki)

Vissarion Belinsky; Ivan Turgenev Diary of a Hunter

Note: writers, artists and critics engage in surrogate 
political discussion – use of ‘Aesopian’ language



 1860s – nihilism = revolutionary consciousness of 
intelligentsia but no clear tactics

 Nikolai Chernyshevsky (1828-89) ‘What is to be 
Done’ 1862

 Bakunin – 1848 revs; disputes with Marx in First 
International; ‘the urge to destroy is a creative urge’ 
[note influence of Charles Darwin]

 Turgenev (1818-83) – satirises nihilism in ‘Fathers 
and Sons’

 Subsequent generations try to attach ‘revolutionary 
consciousness’ to a greater social force.



 1870s – Populism = peasants as potentially 
revolutionary class

 small scale workshops (artely) and 
craft/artisans instead of large-scale industry

 Lavrov ‘propaganda by word’
 Narodnaya volya ‘propaganda by deed’
 Kropotkin (1842-1921) ‘Fields, Factories and 

Workshops’; Co-operation as a Factor in 
Evolution’.



 1880s Marxism – proletarian and industrial 
socialism

 Arises from disillusion with both strands of 
populism post-1881 – defines itself in terms 
of distinctiveness from populism

 George Plekhanov (1856-1918) ‘Our 
Differences’ (1885)

 Vladimir Lenin (1870-1924) ‘Development of 
Capitalism in Russia’ (1899)

 Few workers in Russia - dilemma



 Radical movement riven by populist/Marxist 
division –[Ironies – populists more Marxist 
than Marxists; Lenin – arch-marxist but has 
foundation of populism]

 1917 revolution – a ‘populist’ mass uprising 
which throws up a marxist leadership and 
puts a small minority of marxists in power



 Soviet definition of intelligentsia focuses on 
‘mental labourers’ – engineers, managers, 
teachers etc.

 However Gorky, Tatlin, Maiakovsky, 
architects etc have tendency to ‘serve the 
people’ (note Maoist echo) first and marxism
second.

 Cultural revolution
 Intelligentsia dies away as essential ‘critical’ 

duty becomes less and less possible.



 Re-emergence of intelligentsia traits in 1950s 
and 1960s – dissident movement. 
Solzhenitsyn, Sakharov

 Since 1991- Public intellectuals? Kagarlitsky; 
Marsha Gessen; Tatiana Tolstaya; Anna 
Politkovskaya; Pussy Riot (Natasha 
Tolokonnikova); Femen (Andrea Hutsol).


